
 What do you like the most and the least about CDS?

I don't use CDS

never heard of it
(I never used it)
+ access to full text
- many unedited entries
- no forward references ("cited by")
- poor citation extraction
Access to full text; Keywords and classification
ADS is quite customizable in allowing for number of search listings and selection of search 
fields, does a good job of updating references, but I would like to be able to produce SPIRES-
format citation tags automatically
all
As for my own opinion - all this service is comprehensive
Best: ummm...sometime it is the only source for something I need?
Worst: ridiculously complex, no simple reference scheme like arXiv, slow. Give me an 
interface where I can type in a reference and have it return the document. Remove all the 
extraneous rubbish.
Better coverage than arXiv, but again a poor user interface.
Can't say, as I don't use it often
CDS is a good system of which I have forgotten.
CDS is good for a rapid reference search but I cannot access fulltext papers.
CDS is good for finding internal CERN reports,
but I do not know why an extra format is here needed,
e.g. why you are not following SPIRES type formats? 

CDS is very accurate when looking for a reference, it (she ?) does not give too many out of 
topic papers. 

I am still looking for the paper arrived yesterday feature as it was once upon the time. 

CDS?
CDS?
Citations are incomplete
color on the screen makes it quick to review
Contains CERN photos
dislike no fulltxt citation ability in new system
do not have experience with it
Do not know CDS.
do not use
do not use
do not use it
do not use it
Do not use it
Do not use.
Don't even know what it is
Don't even now what CDS is
dont know
don't know CDS
don't know CDS but I'll look out for it now
don't know much about CDS



Don't know what CDS is.
don't really use it
don't use
Don't use
Don't use
don't use
don't use CDS
don't use it
Don't use it
don't use it
Don't use it
don't use it
Don't use it
Don't use it
dont' use it
Don't use it, never have.
Don't use it.
don't use it.
don't use this system
don't use this
(although I get anoying emails from it)
Don't use.
Each time I need a document on CDS it takes a lot of time to find it...
Easy to modify when necessary
easy to search
For a US user, CDS seems a bit slower than SPIRES, so I use SPIRES.
Full text coverage is poor

Genrally speaking, the human contact has been excellent, and this is of the utmost 
importance to me. In addition, 
I have greatly appreciated the kind availability and effectiveness of the external loans service. 
Honestly, I can find no significant weak point.
good that it contains all documentation (articles, photos) related to CERN
least that I did not yet discovered how to combine searches of global databases and CDS, so 
now I do several searches in different databases
Good: user interface and article availability.
Bad: not as many documents as SPIRES,
Great CERN publication coverage, but no standart API for clients to use in searching and using 
the database. The Web interface is rudimentary, same as all the others. There should be a 
direct PDF download link from the search listing - it is annoying to click through to the listing 
page.
GUI is not much user friendly - minus
You can find old articles, YellowBooks - plus
Hardly ever use it. I can't work out how to do an accurate search. All I ever do is look for 
URLs I am given in emails etc.
Have difficulty finding what I want
Have never used CDS
Have no knowledge of CDS.
Have not contacted yet
have not used it
have not used it
haven't used frequently enough to evaluate
I am not aware of CDS.



i am only starting to use it, so not much of an opinion, however, i think searching for 
documents is not really easy and fast..
I assume CDS means "CERN document server." I almost never use this except occassionally 
to access articles from CERN experiments.
I find SPIRES and the scanned versions of older articles from KEK more useful.
I can't comment on CDS since I do not use it!

I can't really comment on this, since I rarely use CDS. My entries under 4a should be 
weighted because of this accordingly.
I did not know CDS.
I did not use CDS before.
i did not use this system
I didn't use it so far
I do not even know what CDS for. CERN Data Something??? Since I do not use it I cannot 
comment.
I do not even know what CDS is
I do not know at all of CDS archives published paper not related to CERN and I have never 
thought that it is a system to find an article or preprint. It is a good site for finding 
conferences, though. User interface for searching is not easy to understand for CDS, but I 
must admit I use very little.
I do not know CDS
I do not know CDS
I do not know CDS
i do not know it
I do not know what CDS is
I do not know what CDS is or how to use it.
I do not know what CDS is.
I do not know what CDS is:
Please email me 
cnelson@binghamton.edu
I do not know what is 'CDS'
I do not use bibliographical part of CDS, only data part
I do not use CDS
I do not use CDS
I do not use CDS
I do not use CDS 
I do not use CDS and know about it.
I do not use CDS because the few times I have used it, I
have had only very rare success in accessing full text.
That is a shame, because some older yellow reports, etc.
are nominally in CDS but often not actually accessible. 
I do not use CDS.
i do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it
I do not use it 
I do not use it often enough to really qualify for this judgement.
I have a harder time working with it compared to spires and google and arxiv, but I am also 
more used to using those compared to cds.



I do not use it.
I do not use it.
I do not use that service

I do not use very often; I like that one can search also multimedia documents and not only 
articles.
But very often the result is a very  long list and it is difficult to find what one is looking for.
I don`t know
I don't have any real complaints. In the above list I don't use the citation index, multia media, 
personalization or collaborative tools.

I don't know a thing about CDS, other than as an agenda server, which I guess is Inidico now.
I don't know about CDS
i don't know anythinh about cds
I don't know CDS
I don't know CDS 
I don't know CDS. 
I don't know or use cds
I don't know what CDS is
I don't know what CDS is.
I don't know what CDS means
I don't know what it stands for, but I can pronounce "C-D-S"!
I don't like the input/output interface, I like the level of detail it can reach although difficult to 
find it
I don't really use CDS very often.
Usually had difficulties to find non-CERN stuff.
i don't really use it any more, however, this coud be a serious european competition, for arxiv 
i mean, given the institution behind, but apparently you are fast asleep, and suffocating in 
bureaucracy i guess
so, just close it down
I don't use  CDS
I don't use CDS
I don't use CDS
I don't use CDS
I don't use CDS a lot. When I need it, mostly for ATLAS and CMS notes, it usually works 
flawlessly and I am happy with it.  

I don't use CDS much because I find it slow, the interface scrappy and the search results 
often wildly wrong (searching for a DELPHI MC tuning paper returned about 100 string theory 
results, presumably because the name of a DELPHI collaboration author - who I hadn't named 
- clashed with a prolific string theorist. With arXiv and SPIRES providing such a good service, 
the only reason I use CDS is that sometimes CDS has a full text version available for free 
when there's no preprint and my institution doesn't subscribe to the journal website.
I don't use CDS regularly
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I don't use CDS.
I dont use is often. Maybe I should... 
I dont use it



I don't use it
I don't use it

I don't use it a lot (hence no answer to all of the questions). Some astroparticle physics and 
astronomy and astrophysics papers are not in Spires, and I get them from CDS.
i don't use it at all
I don't use it much
I don't use it so I have no informed opinion.
I don't use it.
I don't use it.
I don't use it.
I don't use it.
I don't use it.
I don't use this
i don't use this as much, and probably do not know how to get the best out of it...
I don't used CDS
I don't usually use CDS.
I find all work of my cern colleagues

I find it so unfriendly, obscure and uncomplete that I used it at most 10 times in my life...

I greatly appreciate ease of access to original documents/letters and personal support
I had trouble once finding the appropriate link. I like that you can select topics of interest and 
be notified of new publications
I have never heard of this system
I have never used
I have never used CDS
I have never used CDS. Sorry for wrong ranking of 4a which I have done for the shake of 
completeness.
I have never used it
I have never used it, so I cannot comment on it.
I have never used it.
I have never used it.
I have never used it. It's the first time I ever heard about it.
I have no idea what CDS is.
I have not found CDS to be very useful, though I have not tried to use it very often.
I have not used all the features it offers, so it is difficult to say.  One thing which has annoyed 
me in the past is working out how to access the full text.
I have not used it simply because I did not know about it. I shall certainly explore its services. 
In this respect I am grateful to your survey.
I have used CDS only to look for CERN related documents (LHCC report etc.) SPIRES does 
most of job I want to do.
I have very small experience with CDS, so that I would not like to estimate it.
I haven't ever really used it.
I haven't tried it
I haven't used CDS enough to form any opinions about it
I haven't used CDS.
I haven't used CDS.

I haven't used it much
I havn't known about CDS until know.
I ignore what CDS stands for



I just started to see it...it seems that the updated paper and the published version are not 
linked...

I like it for pictures, and dislike for extreme heavy-weightness

I like it for preprints when I have the preprint number. Then I get the full text right away.

I like it least for having to specify where to search, which collection to use. If I don't know in 
advance, I never seem to guess right.
I like most the multimedia content
I like the CDS event server. The rest has missing information.
I like the depth of coverage of CDS
I like the very sophisticated search functionality.

I like least the limited coverage of journal references, especially from pre-arXiv days. 
I never try it
I never use CDS
I never use CDS.
I never used cds before.
I never used CDS.
I never used it.
I practically do not use CDS, so have not opinion.
I practically don't use it, except for all preprints
I practically never use it. probably I should try more.
I rarely use it
I rarely use it.
I really don't like CDS at all (sorry). It sisplays far too much information, the search gives too 
many options. You have to take into account that physicists are searching for papers many 
times each day, and so they need a simplified access (like the command line in spires, which I 
love!), without clicking through too many pages, etc. Also, I do not want to personalise my 
choice. I want it to be directly as I like it, without necessary manipulation from my side. Basic 
line: I do not want to spend *any* time with the system itself, but rather get to what I search 
for right away.

I use CDS only to find internal collaboration papers or CERN pictures. I never use it for finding 
published papers or preprints. I have the strong impression that CDS is a duplication of effort 
and that money is wasted in that system. I hope the point of this survey is to merge it with 
spires or arxiv.

I use CDS only to locate books I want from the CERN library, not for journals or preprints.
I use CDS only to look for CERN related documents, like official proposals and memoranda, 
TDRs, etc.  It seems that the emphasis was placed in having everything archived and not in 
having something user friendly, with weekly alerts (easy to do in arXiv) and easy to search for 
publications (like SPIRES).

I use CDS only very rarely. Therfore it is difficult for me to judge on it.
I use cds rarely
If You know the note/article exists,
You will find it here and You get it in the readable format,
whithout having to go through a lot of per chance hits
(someone mentioned a subject in the talk,
but You want the article- not the talk)



Ignore the above; I don't know what CDS is.
Ii have failed to learn how to use CDS, made a few abortive efforts

I'm not really familiar with CDS.
I'm not sure if this is where I get CMS Notes from, but even if it is, I've never used the search 
capabilities.
I'm using CDS only for CERN specific information (photo's, collaboration notes, committee 
papers etc..)
In the past, I have had consistently bad experiences with CDS, so I only
use it if there is absolutely no way to avoid it. Often I get a lot of irrelevant
answers that just lead to dead ends. If CERN is unable even to approach
the quality of Spires, then why not join?
it covers a wider area than arxiv
it is not user friendly

it has the most recent entries relevant for cern, but is limited in term of wider contents
It is a good tool to find internal notes or preprints but I don't find it too useful when it comes 
to finding articles.
It is absolutely not intuitive how to use, search results have a lot of noise and does not 
appear to respect user requests for search keys.  It has got steadily worse since its creation 
and should be given up as a bad job....
It is inferior to Spires, so I don't use it
It is not intiutive and too complicated to use
It is the only way to access some CERN-related material (experiments internal notes, some 
conference proceedings). However, some journal publications do not appear.
It seems there is no link to source files of paper, so I seldom use it.
it's poorly maintained
very slowly updated
I've never used CDS (I don't even know what it is).
I've never used CDS. What is CDS?
Just ok.
Keep current condition.
know too little to comment
lack of content
Least - very difficult to search and find the articles of interest
Least : unreadable files 
least: not being able to add several collections at the same time during a search
most: don't know
least: TOO many wrong hits 
Leat-it is redundant with other tools
Most-can't think of anything, sorry

Like independence. Nothing to dislike, but could be powered up maybe with more investment.
like most; huge collection of papers etc.

Like the most: place to find experimental notes that don't appear on arXiv.
Like the least: search terms must be very exact to return results.
Makes a good agenda server, but my experience so far with it as a document server has been 
poor.
Many publication references are missing
more information
more material for a subject



More:
Multimedia
Less: all the above
Most - Access to full text .
Least - Science Citation Index is not accessible to all (depending on sunscription)
Most - contains ATLAS internal notes.
Least - I'm not familiar with the best ways to search. So far there has been no need for me to 
become familiar since I mostly used Spires.
most - easy to access
least - I don't find all of my papers! On SPIRES I do!

Most - Submission interface
Least - Search accuracy is incredibly poor. Database is inaccurate and often out of date.
Most : access to full text
Least : non-AFS/nice password
Most- completeness.
Least-cumbersome to circumnavigate sometimes.
most like    multimedia lectures

least like     some famous article  fultext not available also   
                  books are not available
most -user friendly and quality of content
least - level of content

most:   coverage is better; e.g. includes books.

least: i like the citesummary  of SPIRES.  there seems to be nothing equivalent in CDS
most:  availability
least:  it's search engine is not too smart
Most: access to collaboration notes.
Least: horrible interface, slow response, frequently down, poor search engine.

Most: access to full text
Least: User interface
most: Access to full text
less: Depth of coverage

most: CERN documents that don't appear on Spires, e.g ATLAS, CMS, and LHCC reports

least: poor search engine
most: collaboration notes are available
least: no good coverage of non-CERN documents
most: collaborative tools
least: scattered interface
most: comprehensive

least: difficult to browse
most: convertion tool - agenda tool
least: search accuracy
Most: Density of topics in TH physics
Least: CERN ref.s do not show up in Google searches as 
          much as ArXivs



Most: Depth of coverage, fulltext access
Least: Search

Most: Directory-grouping of documents first inot notes/theses/preprints etc., then into 
subject/experiment.

Least: Searching by reference code doessn't always locate the document you're looking for.
Most: Enormous database in accelerator physics and technology
Least: Search engine sometimes very slow
Most: Good access to theses, information on LHC.
Least: Query interface returns results in a bizarre order and misses out some that should be 
included.
Most: good coverage.
Least: not very user friendly.
Most: in principle one portal
Least: Too many categories to choose from
           Not so intuitive search form 
           Slow
Most: It replies to you when you have done something in it with a document.

Least: Waiting for registration to be valid (24hrs) and having to refer to someonelse when 
something goes wrong in the referencing in order to get it sorted out.
MOST: most focused to CERN resutls (expreimental notes)
LEAST: no
MOST: nothing
LEAST: I should say I never even managed to get far enough with CDS to know how it 
performs on some of the above criteria. I just get frustrated every time I start. It's really a 
sick system. It's unbelievable that as a cern staff I need to use external tools (e.g. google) to 
recover cern documents
most: online access to pre-internet papers.
least: ? 
most: open access
least: limited coverage
Most: The easy division of all contents as a function of type of content, that is,
it makes very easy to search for papers only, or preprints only, or CERN documents only, etc. 
It is a very important tool to find CERN documents or CERN-related documents, which would 
not appear in any other database
(mostly, the all-important CERN Yellow Reports, for example).
Least: It easily finds too much information without an easy indexing system. Also the citation 
analysis seems inexistent...
Most: wide set of collections.
Least: difficulty to find what I want.
Much the same comments as arXiv ... I guess I use cern.ch/library and then "electronic 
journals" more frequently.
multimedia
n/a
n/a
n/a
N/A
n/a
na



negatives:

search engine is difficult to use, not very user-friendly

only CERN content is indexed, so typically I do not find what I want
Never even heard of it.
Never find this user friendly.
never heard of CDS
Never heard of CDS
Never heard of CDS.
never heard of it
never heard of it
Never heard of it.
Never heard of it...
Never use it
Never use it.
Never use it.
Never used
Never used CDS
Never used CDS
never used CDS
never used CDS
never used CDS
never used CDS
Never used CDS.
never used it
never used it
never used it
never used it
never used it
never used it
never used it
Never used it - what is it?
Never used it.
never used it.
Never used it.
Never used it.
Never used it.
Never used it.
Never used it.
Never used it.
Never used.
NO COMMENT
no comment
No experience
No idea what CDS is.
No opinion, never use it
not applicable, I do not use CDS
Not applicable.
not aquantied
Not familiar with it.
not rated - I have never used it
not used



Not used CDS to give an informed opinion
nothing
Nothing
Nothing special / Search Interface is horrible
Of all of these this one is the worse and should be turned off.
other fields than HEP available, in particular for finding information about
candidates in other fields when hiring faculty.

Over-complicated, difficult to use and often provides "details" pages that do not indicate how 
to see a copy of the document.  No obvious source of help. 
It also seems to take months for new CERN documents (written myself) to appear in CDS.
Preprint coverage and, benefitting from CERN schools and similiars,  their content quality is 
really good.
I like least that something is still in TIFF, while a PDF would be better.
quality
quality of content
rarely if ever use CDS
rarely used CDS; somehow I had the impression that SPIRES gave me more relevant results 
with a convenient search interface, but I never did an in depth comparison

Search engine not user-friendly.
Search is awful. Terrible.
See 1a, 1b.

See above. But CDS tried getting too much in in one go, loosing the overview of one subject. 
Check out how simple the "easy search" is in Spires... at least for inspiration :-)
However, having movies and photos in is cool, and very usable.
see comments to 1b
slow and often can't find what I am looking for
Sorry but I click by inadvertance on some buttons devoted to CDS; actually I have no opinion 
on it, I never use it and I'm unable to erase completely the buttons I clicked.
Sorry I did not use it. 
speciality
Speed to find what you want   

Access to full text
Speed vs User friendliness
still to evaluate
submission interface easy
Do not find all papers you are looking for
Submission interface is confusing
That is has some reports that other databases don't cover
The CDS gives very old preprints also, so I like this is most user friendly service.

The experiment-specific stuff is very useful, and not really what arXiv should be doing IMO.
The fulltext of many of the papers in the database can be accessed, but there is not enough 
examples to show how one can do with the database.

The interface is the most difficult part to handle.  It is simply too difficult to find a list of CERN 
papers from experimental collaborations regarding a topic, e.g., Higgs searches at LHC.
the most : the up to date information
the least  : no idea unless being antinomian



the most : the up to date information
the least  : no idea unless being antinomian
The most, it is very usefull and gives access very soon on the progress in its subjects

The least, it should have reprinted version (fulltext) of old references (there are a few of 
them)
the most:   - search accuracy
                 - thematic link with other HEP search engines
                 - personalization
                 - alerts

the least: I have not explored all features of CDS to give a real opinion

the most: - search accuracy
               - thematic link with other HEP search engines
               - personalization
               - alerts

the least: - I have not explored all features of CDS to give a real opinion 
The most: a easy way to find a article.
The least: no citation analyses.
The most: the possibility to find articles published in the different sources, its divisions by 
experiments and groups at CERN
The least: it would be excellent if you could upload the scanned old articles which are 
available at CERN library.
the most: there is a link from my Experiment's webpage
the least: The submission interface
The search is best.  The RSS feeds leave something to be desired.
the search is not at all user friendly and must be improved
The simplicity of use
the storage bags.
The system is not self explaining and often yields unexpected results.
Seems to be made by Libraryans, not FOR users

There is nothing that I like specially or I dislike specially in comparison with the other tool I 
use frequently (SPIRES). The interfase is easy to use and usually I find easily what is 
available. Maybe the worst part is that it is difficult to get the link to the paper when it has 
been published in a conference if a copy of the full paper has not been stored in CDS.
To popularise its system for use and access.
to see 4a
Too complicated to use efficiently.
Tried once but it did not work for me.
Unfamiliar with the service.
Unknown to me.
use it for PhD thesis info and text
Use it very seldom, forget syntax from one session to the next.
Used as a tool for the PHENIX collaboration - meeting maker - talks,
quite excellent. 
User friendliness



Very complicated, not transparent, user unfriendly ...
exasperating, high failure-rate, sometimes for the simplest search, e.g. a CERN preprint
Very difficult to use and no clear documentation available
very good collection of scientific information.
very good on narrow HEP.

navigation not great
We have no experiance with CDS
What *IS* CDS anyway?
What is CDS ???
What is CDS?
What is CDS?
what is CDS?
what is cds?
what is CDS?
What is CDS?
What is CDS?
What is CDS?...
What is CDS???
what is CDS???
What's a CDS?
what's cds?
What's CDS?
yet to explore fully


